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Abstract.
In experimental nuclear astrophysics it is common knowledge that reaction cross sections
must be measured in the astrophysically relevant, low energy ranges or at least as close to
them as possible. In most of the cases, however, it is impossible to reach such low energies.
The reactions must therefore be studied at higher energies and the cross sections must be
extrapolated to lower ones. In this paper the importance of cross section measurements in wide
energy ranges are emphasized and a few examples are shown from the areas of hydrogen burning
processes and heavy element nucleosynthesis.
1. Introduction
For the modeling of astrophysical phenomena, including stellar evolution itself and various
nucleosynthetic processes, the rates of nuclear reactions participating in a given process must
be known at the corresponding stellar temperatures. The reaction rates can be obtained from
the cross sections in the relevant energy ranges, i.e. in their Gamow windows. In most of the
astrophysical processes the temperatures are so low that the Gamow windows are located way
below the Coulomb barrier and thus the cross sections are tiny. It happens actually very rarely
that a reaction can be studied experimentally within its whole Gamow window.
Table 1 shows a few examples of the location of the Gamow windows and the corresponding
cross sections in the case of some reactions mentioned in this paper. As one can see, the cross
sections are indeed very low preventing the direct measurements in the Gamow windows. It
is worth noting that the LUNA collaboration exploiting the world unique deep underground
accelerator has pushed down the limit of measurable cross sections and successfully studied
some reactions in their Gamow windows [1, and references therein].
If no experimental cross section data are available in the Gamow window, the reaction rate
calculations must rely on theoretical cross sections. The reliability of these theoretical cross
sections depends strongly on the available data at higher energies. In various hydrogen burning
processes low mass nuclei are involved which are characterized by low level densities. In these
cases the R-matrix approach is - among others - a standard procedure for obtaining low energy
cross sections. For a robust R-matrix extrapolation, higher energy experimental data in a wide
energy range is necessary as information is needed about the direct capture component as well
as on some wide resonances which may influence the low energy extrapolation. If we go to
the heavier mass regions, as for example in the cases of nucleosynthesis processes above iron,
the nuclear level density is strongly increasing. Here the Hauser-Feshbach statistical model can
provide the cross sections. This model uses several nuclear input parameters which can be tested
at higher energies where the cross sections are large enough. If the models are tuned at higher
energies, the calculation at low, astrophysical energies may also become more reliable.
Table 1. Relevant temperatures∗, Gamow windows and the corresponding cross sections of
some selected nuclear reactions discussed in this paper
Reaction Temperature [106 K] Gamow window [keV] cross section [barn]
3He(α, γ)7Be 15 15 – 30 < 10−20
14N(p,γ)15O 15 20 – 35 < 10−18
17O(p,γ)18F 30 35 – 60 < 10−15
191Ir(α, γ)195Au 2000 6800 – 9700 < 10−10
197Au(α, γ)201Tl 2000 7000 – 9700 < 10−10
∗ For the first three hydrogen burning reactions the quoted temperatures correspond to the lowest relevant ones.
In the Gamow windows for higher temperatures, the cross sections are significantly higher and direct
experimental data may exist.
2. The activation method
In this paper a few examples will be shown briefly where experimental data at energies much
higher than the Gamow windows are useful and were obtained recently at Atomki. All these
reactions were studied using the activation method, i.e. the cross sections were determined by
the decay measurement of the created radioactive isotopes. Naturally, the activation method
can be applied only in those cases where the reaction product is radioactive (and possesses
some measurable decay signature), but in these cases the method has some clear advantages.
The beam induced, or environmental background is typically less problematic in the case of an
activation experiment. The decay occurs isotropically, hence there is no need to take into account
the often problematic angular distribution effects. The activation method provides directly the
astrophysically relevant total cross section and the results are largely independent from the
data obtained from in-beam experiments. Therefore, the activation technique is a very useful
complementary method or often - like in the case of heavy element nucleosynthesis processes
- the only way to obtain reaction cross sections. Further details of the activation method in
nuclear astrophysics related experiments can be found in a recent review [2].
3. Some selected reactions studied recently
3.1. The 17O(p,γ)18F reaction
The 17O(p,γ)18F reaction plays an important role in advanced hydrogen burning processes in
various stellar conditions from red giants to nova explosions. Recent experiments concentrated on
the measurement of its low energy cross section [3], while at higher energies and in a wide energy
range only two, somewhat contradicting data sets are available [4, 5]. As 18F is radioactive and
decays by positron emission, the activation method is applicable, however, it was used for this
reaction only at low energies. In our work we measured the cross section by activation between
500 keV and 1.8MeV. Our results indicated e.g. that the cross sections measured by C. Rolfs
[4] are too high and may contain some experimental error. Our largely independent activation
cross sections were used to carry out a new R-matrix calculation. Moreover, at 500 keV the
available cross sections could be compared and some contradictions were identified. For further
details see [6].
3.2. The 3He(α, γ)7Be reaction
The 3He(α, γ)7Be reaction is crucial for both the solar hydrogen burning processes and the
primordial nucleosynthesis in the big bang. Many experiments were devoted to the study of this
highly important reaction in recent years, but the precision of the cross section is still not at the
required level for the astrophysical models [7, and references therein]. The available experimental
data extend up to about 3MeV, but the higher energy range is completely unexplored although
R-matrix extrapolations may also be sensitive to even higher energy range. Moreover, recently
the observation of a new resonance was claimed in the 6Li(p,γ)7Be reaction, which leads to the
same final nucleus [8]. The existence of this resonance may also influence the description of the
3He(α, γ)7Be reaction. We have studied the 3He(α, γ)7Be reaction using the activation method
in the energy range corresponding to this putative resonance. No resonance was observed and
the energy dependence of the cross section was found to be somewhat different from what the
R-matrix calculations show. Details of the experiment and the results can be found in [9].
Further measurements connecting this energy range to the available data at lower energies are
in preparation.
3.3. The 14N(p,γ)15O reaction
The 14N(p,γ)15O reaction is another key reaction of nuclear astrophysics as this reaction
determines the rate of the CNO cycle hydrogen burning in various astrophysical sites. In spite
of the tremendous experimental effort devoted to this reaction, the knowledge of its reaction
rate still remains poor compared to the requirements of astrophysical models motivated by
high precision observations [10]. Owing probably to the short half-life of 15O (t1/2 =2.0min),
no modern measurement of the 14N(p,γ)15O has been carried with the activation technique.
Therefore, the aim of our ongoing project at Atomki is to provide activation cross section
data which are in many aspects independent from the in-beam γ-spectroscopy data sets. The
activation data may be used to check the reliability of the available data sets and eventually to
increase the precision of the 14N(p,γ)15O reaction rate.
The strengths of two strong narrow resonances in 14N(p,γ)15O have already been measured
and the results published [11]. The lower one at Ep=278 keV is especially important as it
serves as a normalization point in several experiments. Its strength was found to be in excellent
agreement with the available data. The strength of the Ep=1058 keV resonance, on the other
hand, was measured to be significantly higher than the previous data. This also indicates that
further measurements of this important reaction is necessary. Figure 1 shows the strengths of
the two studied resonances from the literature and from the present work.
3.4. Experiments related to the astrophysical p-process
Nuclear reactions that take place in stellar hydrogen burning processes were typically
investigated experimentally several times in the past. As it was emphasized above, it is
the precision and reliability of the data which is needed to be increased. In heavy element
nucleosynthesis processes, on the other hand, nuclear reactions are involved that were never
studied experimentally. A good example is the astrophysical p-process [12] which involves
thousands of reactions. In lack of experimental data, the reaction rates are obtained from
theoretical cross section calculations which exhibit high uncertainty. The experimental study
of p-process related reactions is therefore highly needed in order to test the calculations and to
provide reliable input parameters for the models.
Owing to the low cross sections, the Gamow window typically cannot be covered by
experimental data, especially in the case of reactions involving alpha particles. Therefore,
measurement at higher energies and in wide energy ranges are again necessary as some of the
input parameters of the theoretical calculations can be checked at least at higher energies. For
example, the most uncertain input parameter for alpha-induced reactions is the alpha-nucleus
Figure 1. Strengths of the two measured resonances in 14N(p,γ)15O from the literature and
from the present work. For the references see the bibliography in [11].
optical potential. The study of this quantity at higher energies may help constrain the reaction
cross sections in the Gamow window as well.
In recent years our systematic study of the alpha-nucleus optical potential [13] has been
extended to the completely unexplored mass region of the heaviest p-isotopes. Alpha-induced
cross section data on 191,193Ir and 197Au are now available. For details see the original
publications: [14, 15]. The results indicate the need for developing new or modified optical
potentials for low energy problems [16] and based on the observations a new treatment of the
alpha-induced reactions has also been suggested [17].
4. Summary
As astronomical observations as well as astrophysical models are becoming more and more
precise, the knowledge about nuclear reactions of astrophysical relevance must also be improved.
In many cases, experiments carried out at energies higher than the astrophysically relevant ones
can be very important in reaching this goal. In this paper a few examples were briefly described
emphasizing the importance of precise experimental data in wide energy ranges.
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